
Christ The Antidote Regarding Death

CHRIST THE ANTIDOTE REGARDING DEATH

Part 121.

If God Said It, I Believe It And That Settles It!

When God changed the name of Abram to Abraham it was somewhat of an embarrassment to him for the
name Abraham meant the father of a multitude, the reason for the embarrassment was that as yet he had
no children.  The name Abraham means the father of a multitude & here he was toting the opposite but
Abraham was obedient to what he knew was the will of God.  If God has told you things regarding your
future you can set your spiritual clock to it, for if it is God that you have heard from it will surely come to
pass.  Some may say, oh but I seem to have trouble following me constantly.  Have we ever considered
that the great king David was constantly put on the spot by his concerned Deity.  Why?  He was being
purified.  God allowed him to see Bathsheba nude.  Why?  God knew what was in his heart.  God has
strange ways of allowing the best & the worst to be revealed in us. Why?  He wants a purified overcoming
people, today His special dealing is with the man-child & they have go through all the tests necessary to
come through perfected & purified.  Even though David was a chosen vessel for a particular purpose he
was  still  very,  very  human.   I  do  not  believe  that  it  was  accidental  regarding  the  circumstance  of
Bathsheba also Uriah being sent to the front line into the heat of the battle to be killed.  God in His
foreknowledge & wisdom can arrange all things.  Do we believe that, ''All things work together for good
to them that are called according to His purpose''  Does our Great Deity ever make mistakes?  You may
not agree with me, you may even find verses that would seemingly disagree with what we are presenting
here, but once again we iterate, ''All things work together for good''.  If any of us like David still have
some things within us that need to be brought to the fore, confessed & forsaken we need to always be
aware of who & what we are.   One wise man once wrote, ''Know yourself, if you are not sure, check
yourself  again and again until  you do''.   Our Great God is  in the throes of perfecting One like unto
Himself & I believe that in the final analysis that there will be no flaws in His finished work.  What was
the reaction of the chosen king David.  He acknowledged the failings of his humanity, confessed them &
forsook them.  We have all been lowered into disobedience! Rom 11:32. Also we have been ''subjected
to frailty or futility'' Rom 8:20. Amp. Why?  That God would eventually perfect a people that are to be
likened unto Himself.  If God said it, it will surely happen.  ''Though it tarry, wait for it, for it will surely
come to pass!''

Once we respond to that small inner voice of our true identity, our original spiritual memory begins
to return, & we discover the same reality as did the Apostle Paul based upon Galatians 2:20.

Another has written ''O men arise!  Be conscious of your powers, for he who will, need not remain a
slave.''  Aquarian 25: 25-27.   

''The man who spends his time in pulling other peoples weeds can have no time to pull his own.''
Aquarian 27:24.

'' As in Adam ALL die, even so in Christ shall ALL be made alive''  1Cor 15:22.  The even so is an
equation.  For instance one equals the other, ALL die in Adam = ALL will made alive in Christ!

Paul the Apostle would also encourage us that as ALL have been subjected to mortality & corruption
in their  bodies,  the same will  in time also experience the exact opposite  which is  immortality & in-
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corruption.
  
''FOR WE know that if the tent which is our earthly home is destroyed (dissolved), we have from

God a building, a house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens.''  2Cor 5:1. Amplified. 

''For we know that if the earthly house of our tabernacle be dissolved, we have a building from
God, a house not made with hands, eternal, in the heavens.''  2 Cor 5:1. American Standard. 

This  word  dissolved  actually  means  that  as  at  present  our  body & soul  are  joined  as  one,  the
wonderful news is there is coming in the future a day when the body & soul will no longer be joined, they
will be dissolved or separated, when we are able to learn the secret – as many in the past have – to
separate  the souls control over the body what a wonderful day that will surely be!  We are certainly
learning.

We have often mentioned the verse in Job 38:7 in regards to our before Genesis experience.  Below
we would cite from Jeremiah concerning the same thought.

Jeremiah would also admonish us.  ''Before I formed you in the womb I knew you; before you were
born I sanctified you; and I ordained you a prophet to the the nations''  Jer 1:5. KJV.

''Before I formed thee in the belly I knew thee, and before thou camest forth out of the womb I
sanctified thee; I have appointed thee a prophet unto the nations.''  Jer 1:5.  American Standard. 

''Before I formed you in the belly I knew you; and before you came forth out of the womb I
consecrated you, and I ordained you a prophet to the nations.''  Jer 1:5. MKJV.  

The word Father is a very personal word, whereas the word God is not, it is an explanation of how
some would refer to their Deity.  The word Spirit is also very similar, the word Father actually defines our
relationship with our Creator.  The following verse would also explain our further relationship with our
loving Father!

''For as many as are led by the Spirit of God, these are the sons of God.''  Rom 8:14. 

''For the earnest expectation of the creation eagerly waits for the revealing of the Sons of God''
Rom 8:19.

''And it shall come to pass in the place where it was said to them, you are not my people; there they
shall be called Sons of the living God''.  Rom 9:26.

''God was in Christ reconciling the world – not a special few – unto Himself'.'' 

It is a fact that if you tell a person enough times that he is a sinner & that Christ did not take all of
humanity’s place at the Cross they are going to believe it.  A similar allegory would be that if you tell a
child enough times that they are bad they are going to accept it into their psyche & it will be part of their
nature & that is a sad situation.  However the opposite is also just as true! 

When the  man with  the  withered arm was in  need of  healing.   Did Jesus  ask him if  he was a
Christian?  No He certainly did not!  Hear this next verse.

 
''The next day John saw Jesus coming toward Him and said, Behold the Lamb of God who  takes

away the sin of the world  .''  Jn 1:29.  When did this take place?  At the Cross of course & you can in your
mind & spirit take it to the bank, so to speak!

How many of us have grasped the true full significance of these words?  Were they to & for a special
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few?  No ALL men 'being the world' were included?  EVERY MAN!  We iterate as below!

''As in Adam all die, even so in Christ shall ALL be made alive''  1Cor15:22. 
Paul  the  great  Apostle  would  again  encourage  us  that  as  all  have  been  subject  to  mortality  &

corruption in their body, in time the same will also experience the exact opposite which is immortality &
in-corruption!

''For we know if our earthly house of this tabernacle is dissolved, we have a building of God, a
house not made with hands, eternal in the heavens''. 2Cor5:1. 

We are hand picked & fearfully made, we are hand picked  corporate masterpieces.  We as hand
picked masterpieces must not allow or give ''intimidation an invitation'' we as sons of God must not
allow those who would downgrade the sons of God, remembering that we are the  ''Head and not the
tail''.  Riding rough shod over God's own will bring its own reward!  What God is doing with men today
is much more than the eye can perceive the end result will be much more surprising than what we in our
carnal thinking can yet perceive, make no mistake, the head is always & will always be the head & not the
tail!

''Again He sets a definite day, [a new] Today, [and gives another opportunity of securing that rest]
saying through David after so long a time in the words already quoted, Today, if you would hear His voice
and when you hear it, do not harden your hearts.  [This mention of a rest was not a reference to their
entering into Canaan.] For if Joshua had given them rest, He [God] would not speak afterward about
another day.   So then, there is still awaiting a full and complete Sabbath-rest reserved for the [true]
people of God;  For he who has once entered [God's] rest also has ceased from [the weariness and pain]
of human labors, just as God rested from those labors peculiarly His own. Let us therefore be zealous
and exert  ourselves  and strive  diligently  to  enter  that  rest  [of  God,  to  know and experience  it  for
ourselves], that no one may fall or perish by the same kind of unbelief and disobedience [into which those
in the wilderness fell].  For the Word that God speaks is  alive and full  of power [making it  active,
operative, energizing, and effective]; it is sharper than any two-edged sword, penetrating to the dividing
line of the breath of life (soul) and [the immortal] spirit, and of joints and marrow [of the deepest parts of
our nature], exposing and sifting and analyzing and judging the very thoughts and purposes of the heart.''
Heb 4:7-12. Amplified. 

''He again marks out a certain day, saying in David, "Today," (after so long a time). Even as it is
said, "Today, if you will hear His voice, harden not your hearts."   For if Joshua had given them rest,
then He would not afterward have spoken of another day.  So then there remains a rest to the people of
God.  For he who has entered into his rest, he also has ceased from his own works, as God did from His.
Therefore let us labor to enter into that rest, lest anyone fall after the same example of unbelief. For the
Word of God is living and powerful and sharper than any two-edged sword, piercing even to the dividing
apart of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the
heart.''  Heb 4:7. MKJV.  

The Fiery Trial Of Our Testing!

There will no doubt be those that may not see eye to eye with the following that our Brother Hawtin has
penned, but nevertheless as far as I am concerned we must give at least some credence to his well worded
opinion which is as follows.

''It  should  be  perfectly  evident  that  only those  who  have  endured  the  fiery  trial  of  testing  and
temptation will possess the thing pertaining to God that the complete reconciling of the universe may be
accomplished.  

There will not be one son, or ruler, governor or prince in all God's universe save he who has endured
his glorious estate through the door of temptation, suffering and tribulation.  Every man is tempted when
he is drawn away of his own lust and enticed.  Neither you or I could be tempted by any lust of the flesh if
it were not already in our members.  How then could we ever know that lust exists in us at all were it not
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for temptation and the fiery trial that is to try us?''  Unquote.

For sometime many have assumed that because we confess that we have it, it is an already done thing
& that we need not worry.  In one sense this is right, but remember ''obedience is better than sacrifice''
when God lays out out a plan for us to follow, He does not expect us to sit back & do nothing, We need to
follow on to know Him more intimately.  Now to once again iterate, it will take a SPIRITUAL effort to
break through the veil, to break through our mistaken lower natural man identity, which is an integral part
of each & every one of us.  Even the early New Testament church did not depend on an  ethical majority,
but on a Holy minority.  This what we are sharing is not for the  ''relax and be raptured'' ''but for the
alert and obedient''.

The Christ mind when it is active will attest that ''I and my Father are ONE''.  It will affirm to us
that as we are made in His image that we in our 'born from above, or anothen which is ''from the very
beginning before Genesis experience'' which we have inherited from the Father even an equality with
Himself.  Sadly because most today are operating only out of the flesh or lower self identity they would
scoff at this wonderful understanding & realisation.  The basic message that Jesus preached to the world
was that the King has come, I would also agree & add; Yes the King  is already here the thing that would
impede our understanding is that if we are trying to understand this in our natural lower fleshly mind
unfortunately we  will never see it.  Even the Christ can do nothing until we are ready for CHANGE!

''And be not conformed to this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind, that you
may prove what is that good and acceptable and perfect will of God''.

''O men arise!  Be conscious of your powers, for he who will, need not remain a slave.''  Aquarian
25:25-27. 

Truth's Greatest Enemy!

The greatest enemy to end-time truth has always been TRADITIONAL RELIGIOSITY.  What I have
found personally is that if we remain in our safe circle of agreeing Christendom & only with one another
we will never be open to the shaking that God has promised to those who are after God's best.  ''In the
last days I will shake the earth''. Spiritually speaking it is referring to our earthly way of understanding &
thinking!  It may take some time but eventually God will wonderfully have His way with all of mankind. 

God has birthed a new Man
Breaking free from the sod,

Soul of His Soul 
The manifest God;

All clothed in His Image 
His true Sons by birth,

Form of His Form
Unveiled in this earth!

                                                                         Dora Van Assen.

If we are still of the opinion that this New Man is fully grown, beware we need to think again, this
self satisfied way of thinking will only thwart or lengthen the cage rattling that God is now doing & is
about to deliver.  If we will open our spiritual gate we will be surprised at the error of accepted religiosity.
''He will once again shake the earth''.  OUR EARTH!  About 35 years ago God spoke to my heart & said
''Come out from among them and touch not the unclean thing''.  To some this may sound like jargon,
but to myself I knew exactly what the Spirit was saying. 

Des Walter's wise words would advise us.  Quote. ''How many of us today believe that we are one
with the Father?  If we do not believe that, then Christ cannot be our true identity.  Only when we have the
same consciousness will we be able to live the CHRIST LIFE, just as He had, He was no different to what
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we are!    
''For we do not have a high priest who cannot be touched with the feelings of our infirmities, but

was in all points tempted just as we are, yet without sin.''  Heb 4:15.MKJV.  

''For we do not have a High Priest Who is unable to understand and sympathize and have a
shared feeling with our weaknesses and infirmities and liability to the assaults of temptation, but One
Who has been tempted in every respect as we are, yet without sinning.''  Heb 4:15. Amplified.  

The Apostle Paul reveals the antidote to the poison of the serpent – which is an analogy of the carnal
mind- revealing to us the true mind that He gave to us in our – original before Genesis creation – which
we still have!  He declares we were created in Christ Jesus, therefore our mind must be the same as the
mind of Christ, so Paul tells us.  

''Let this mind be in you which was also in Christ Jesus, who being in the form of God, did not
consider it  robbery to be equal with God, And being found in appearance as a man, He humbled
Himself and became obedient to the point of death, even the death of the cross.''  Philippians 2:1-10.  

 ''Behold, I tell you a mystery: We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed''  1Cor 15:51.
NKJV.

This is for the day that is yet to come for most, when we the called out ones embrace (completely) our
Christ consciousness  and the world sees again the sick being made well, and the blind receiving their
sight, and the deaf hearing, and the lame walking, and age no longer diminishing our health or strength.
Today we see small tokens of these things but not enough to cause society to turn to God!''  Unquote. 

The Law Verses Love!

In the book of Romans the Apostle Paul would inform us that Christ was the END of the law, keep well in
mind that ''Where there is no law there is no sin'' Rom 5:13.  Unfortunately most in Christendom today
seemed to have missed this very important truth & with their present understanding are teaching the very
opposite & have put many back under the law of Moses & are still heeding to the 10 Commandments.
Jesus said ''Behold I give to you a NEW commandment, that you love one another''.  We repeat ''Where
there is no law there is no sin, we are not being judged according to what we say or do, many of us at
times myself included slip back & judge after or according to our lower flesh self or our lower identity.
Hear the words of John the Baptist.   ''Behold the Lamb of God who TAKES AWAY the sin of the
WORLD''.

The redemption that was given - purchased - at Calvary was for who?  ''He tasted death for EVERY
MAN''.  Many would ask the question why have I not yet realised or experienced this yet?  Allow me to
share with you one or two of the latter day secrets of God.  Man's lowered fleshly position in this world is
not his own fault he was purposely lowered.  This we will find proof of in, Rom 8:20. also Rom 11:32.
The Amplified especially.

It has been reported that a professor who was working on a project in connection with hydrogen was
addressing a group of scientists and physicists on some new phase of the experiment.  He began by saying
that he knew that there were some of those present that still believed in God.  I must tell you that to
understand this experiment and the higher experiments in nuclear fission, you must accept the fact that
there is no God.  And not only must you accept it, but you must believe it.  I am not telling you this from a
religious standpoint, I am speaking from the standpoint of what I have proved in the laboratory.  There is
no God, and you can stop all this nonsense right here and now. I have proved that everything that exists in
this world is hydrogen in some form, shape or manner.  There is nothing existent that is not composed of
hydrogen.  One of the scientists looked up and said to him, ''But professor, where does the hydrogen come
from?''  ''Oh he replied, that is self created and self sustained''.  The other scientist commented ''I thought
that was God''.  At that the professor stood stock still and said ''You are right, whatever name you give it is
self-maintained, self sustained, and self created; it is the infinite .''  And he himself was convinced!  
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Surely if this eminent professor became convinced simply by a very wise Godly believer who was
able to guide this man's thinking in the right manner, many misguided children of God should be able to at
least consider that there is a much, much higher way than what they have walked in before this time!

The reason that we have inserted the above is that many have been convinced that science is far above
the - so called - old fashioned things of God.  Many, many years back I was a self confessed atheist &
could back it up with many convincing words & theories, which when after I had a dramatic life change
in having a wonderful experience with the Christ, I tossed out the very beguiling errors that had beset me!

Did we realise that Charles Darwin on his deathbed confessed that in his writing the ''The origin of
species'',  that  he meant it  only as a novel  & not  the textbook that it  has now become among many.
Furthermore in his youth he studied for the ministry & because of a terrible experience that he had whilst
on a boat on his journey to finalise his studies, because of the guilt as the result of this trip, he never ever
resumed or recovered enough to carry out his original calling, which was repented of at the end of his life!

Consciousness Is My True Self!

Our true existence is really something that cannot be seen.  It is called consciousness which is actually a
knowing.  If we take away consciousness then it makes us a nothing as it were.  Why?  Because it is what
each & every one us are!  Unfortunately the human state of consciousness accepts two powers.  In this
phase of our existence we go through experiences of disharmony, discord, disease, & ultimately death.
The only way we can truly overcome this world of error is through the development of our spiritual
consciousness.  The quotation below would make the point a little clearer.

''When a man comes to himself and comprehends the fact that he is a Son of God, knows that in
himself lies all the powers of God, he is a mastermind and all the elements will hear his voice and gladly
do his will.  Two sturdy asses bind the will of man; their names are Fear and Unbelief.  When these are
caught and turned aside, the will of man will know no bounds; then man has but to speak and it is done ''.
The Aquarian Gospel. 92:11-12. 

Did we realise that we can never know God with our body or our mind, but there is a realm of your
consciousness that can & must eventually come to know the things of God, just as it knows the things of
the mental & physical realms.  In the mystical realm of life we do not disdain the physical realms, nor do
we belittle the mental realm, we realise that to be the WHOLE MAN, we must agree with what not only
the OT prophets of old have advised us but also the wonderful words of Jesus, the New Testament & other
writings that go hand in hand with what the Spirit is telling us in this latter day & age!

Angels Of Healing!

''After this there was a feast of the Jews, and Jesus went up to Jerusalem.  Now there is in Jerusalem by
the Sheep Gate a pool, which is called in Hebrew, Bethesda, having five porches.   In these lay a great
multitude of sick people, blind, lame, paralyzed, waiting for the moving of the water.  For an angel went
down at  a certain time into the pool and stirred up the water; then whoever stepped in first, after the
stirring of the water, was made well of whatever disease he had.  Now a certain man was there who had
an infirmity thirty-eight years.  When Jesus saw him lying there, and knew that he already had been in
that condition a long time, He said to him,  "Do you want to be made well?"  The sick man answered
Him, "Sir, I have no man to put me into the pool when the water is stirred up ; but while I am coming,
another steps down before me." Jesus said to him, "Rise, take up your bed and walk."  And immediately
the man was made well, took up his bed, and walked. And that day was the Sabbath.''  Jn 5:1-9. NKJV. 

It is interesting when we consider the subject of 'healing angels'.  There is no doubt that in this case
it was an angel that disturbed the waters.  This may seem strange or new to some but we cannot deny the
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fact that Jesus verified that it is a wonderful fact of the truth that what we read in the above, is backed up
the actions of the Christ.  It is not only angels that compass about us, but we are also informed in the book
of Hebrews 12:1, that a 'great cloud of witnesses' are around & about us.  The deeper significance of the
above miracle is that today those who are seeing the reality of the corporate man-child is that as Jesus
brought out what was in this man that ''rose and took up his bed and walked'' the Christ is once again
bringing out that which is hidden in man, it  is  indeed in every man; Yes that which is  embedded in
EVERY MAN is truly now being encouraged in all men, the water is being miraculously stirred in this
end or latter day.  When all men especially & firstly the man-child can truly grasp the full significance of
the veil of the false mistaken identity that is within himself, he will have made the giant step of ''rising up
and taking up his bed and walking in the miraculous and being healed of all his infirmities''.  Yes he
will have fully stepped out the box of traditional religiosity.  There are angels of healing hovering over us
constantly as there are the great cloud of witnesses guiding us.  I repeat as the angel opened the gate of
the prison door for Peter, so once again the same miraculous happen-stance is - if we can accept it - ours
in this day & age.

The Sabbath Day Intermingled With Karma!
.

''The Jews therefore said to him who was cured, "It is the Sabbath; it is not lawful for you to carry your
bed.''  He answered them, "He who made me well said to me, 'Take up your bed and walk.' " Then they
asked him,  "Who is the Man who said to you, 'Take up your bed and walk'?"   But the one who was
healed did not know who it was, for Jesus had withdrawn, a multitude being in that place.  Afterward
Jesus found him in the temple, and said to him, "See, you have been made well. Sin no more, lest a
worse thing come upon you."  The man departed and told the Jews that it was Jesus who had made him
well.  For this reason the Jews persecuted Jesus, and sought to kill Him, because He had done these
things on the Sabbath.  But Jesus answered them, "My Father has been working until now, and I have
been working."   Therefore  the Jews sought all the more to kill Him, because  He not only broke the
Sabbath, but also said that God was His Father, making Himself equal with God.''  Jn 5:10-18. New
King James Version.

What an issue the Jews made of Jesus healing on the Sabbath!  Their concern was with the fulfilling
the letter of the law, rather than the Spirit.  Jesus showed that it mattered nothing; & that the Temple of
God was neither built of stones or bricks but was the consciousness of man when he worships God.  Jesus
recognised the innermost of man's being as the true Temple of worship.  The 'SABBATH DAY' is every
day during which man expresses God's love & does the will of the Father.  Any & every day is a Sabbath
to the man expressing God.  

The scripture would tell us concerning the man that was healed. 

''Afterward Jesus found him in the temple, and said to him, behold, you are made whole: sin no
more, in case a worse thing come to you''  Verse 14.

Do we not see that when Jesus by a miracle healed a sick or crippled body, such a cure might last only
the span of one lifetime if the man failed to respond?   But if the soul quickened to the Divine Love the
cure could be for eternity, for the negation of the karma which is the Eastern word that is an equivalent to
the Western saying of ''what you sow you reap' - which is found in our western English bible - would be
transmuted, without this transmutation by love the reincarnating soul would be confronted by 'karma' - I
repeat - its equivalent is  ''what you sow you reap'' Gal 6:7.   Please note how Jesus, by His act; was
affecting the Karma of those who He had healed, even up to the crucifixion He performed miracles, acted
with supreme compassion & love, drawing to Himself the Karma of those He saved, in this case the
patient was indebted to Jesus, for his healing; therefore new Karma was created, but Jesus would not exact
the payment it would have deserved.  And so Jesus went about helping souls to become regenerated, to
transmute their Karma or ''what you sow you reap''  instead of demanding an ''eye for an eye'' gave back
love & thus helped the person concerned to expiate or nullify their past Karma.
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GOD'S MASTERPIECE.

Deep within the secret of His plan
Hidden from the casual glance of man 

God has reserved a work so rare 
His masterpiece beyond compare.

In His own season God will expose
That which only now His Son-ship knows;

As rosebuds open, fold on fold,
His masterpiece shall all behold.

In this special hand-wraught company
Through the coming ages all shall see

That in this present day of sin
God worked such beauty deep within.

The whole universe shall stand amazed
Beholding the Sons whom God has raised

To sit within His throne-room seat,
His finished masterpiece complete.

                                                                                           Dora Van Assen.

A Very Important Reason For Our Existence!

George Hawtin has written to us.  ''God is no respect-er of persons.  He does not have favourites or pets.
He has callings, and every man should abide in the calling that he is called to.  Oh that people might learn
their calling is more of a pilgrimage --- a life long journey more than anything else.  Every trial in life is
an open opportunity to victory & spiritual death - of the earth man - and every temptation reveals another
opportunity to become a closer and more intimate friend of God!''

If God Said It, I Believe It And That Settles It!

Ralph Knowles, November 2018.      

All previous parts of this series can be accessed at.
   www.rwknowles.com

Trust that this finds you in the high fellowship of God & His blessings.  To those who are open hearted &
are listening, blessings to you.  There is always a higher place to be realised within.  This is something
that is never ending.
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